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AUSD Names Trio of
Employees of the Year

“Restaurant
of the Week”
launches in
Alhambra

S

tarting in June,
Alhambrans have
a new way to
support local family
businesses while at the
same time creating
fun new experiences
in your own community. The Alhambra
Restaurant of the Week
highlights the flavors
of your neighborhood
with a new restaurant
each week. Created
and coordinated by the
Alhambra Chamber
of Commerce, the
Restaurant of the Week
will showcase the diverse culinary offerings
that represent the best
of local dining in the
City of Alhambra!
To discover the
featured eateries in the
program, you can visit
the new, food-centric
Alhambra website:
AlhambraEats.com

T

As Alhambra continues to be a celebrated
dining destination for
culinary
adventurers
from across the region
and beyond, this weekly
program will highlight
the diversity of cuisines
that can only be found
here. From mainstay
classics like Bun N
Burger and The Hat to
new destinations like
Ipoh Kopitiam and Kogane, Alhambra is one
of the best eating cities
in greater Los Angeles.
Residents and visitors can participate by
simply patronizing the
designated restaurant
during their week, ordering a familiar standby or trying one of the
Restaurant of the Week
recommendations, and
getting to know the
business owners, staff,
and manager.

>> see Restaurant of the Week Page 21
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his year, both the
Teacher and Manager of the Year
hail from Garfield School.
The contributions to the
school’s success by second-grade teacher Zoraida
Llorens and principal Dr.
Stephanie Richardson are
notable.
Llorens ensures students
success by offering accommodations, special support,
and frequent feedback.
Not only does Llorens help
students grow and believe
in themselves, but she is
also committed to ongoing
professional development
to enhance her classroom
instruction and strategies.
Llorens is sought out by her
peers, teachers-in-training,
and other education professionals to observe and learn
from a model teacher in her
classroom.

All three AUSD Employees of the Year attended the District’s Employee Service
Recognition to honor their friends and colleagues. Superintendent Jaramillo
surprised teacher Zoraida Llorens, principal Dr. Stephanie Richardson, and
Classified employee Cecilia Brenes with the announcement of their selection as
AUSD 2022 Employees of the Year.
>> see AUSD 2022 EMPLOYEES OF THE YEAR Page 15
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Water supply
shortages prompt
stringent water
use restrictions

Mayor’s Corner
By Mayor Jeff Maloney

Happy June, Alhambra!
I can’t believe that summer is already
here! So many of us have been eagerly
looking forward to getting out into the
community and enjoying everything
our City has to offer this summer. So
keep your eyes peeled for the many great
opportunities we have to meet neighbors,
make new friends, and take advantage
of our wonderful Southern California
weather.
Speaking of events, I hope that many
of you were able to get out and participate
in the recent 626 Golden Streets celebration. My family and I had a wonderful
time riding our bikes on car-free streets,
dancing to live music, and enjoying many
different activities. My sincere thanks
goes to our neighbors in South Pasadena,
San Gabriel, and the good people and
volunteers at Active San Gabriel Valley. I
intend on leading the effort to bring more
of these types of events to Alhambra on a
more regular basis.
These events always remind me how
much potential our City has for expanded bike and pedestrian opportunities.
We’re a compact and accessible city and I
know that we can make our streets safe for
all modes of transportation, whether it’s a
personal vehicle, public transit, bicycle, or
just a humble pair of feet.

NO REFUNDS

Fortunately, this summer the City
Council will be selecting a consultant to
create Alhambra’s very first bicycle and
pedestrian transportation safety plan.
Our goal is to ensure that all our residents
have access to safe, well-maintained, and
equitable transportation infrastructure.
Public input will be crucial to this effort.
And, as I have mentioned before in this
space, our residents will have an opportunity to let our experts know what you’d
like the future of alternative transportation to be in your City. Stay tuned on
ways for you to be involved.
*****
On the topic of safety, the City of
Alhambra continues to explore ways
to ensure our residents remain safe and
secure in their homes and businesses.
During the pandemic, certain crimes have
decreased, while others have increased significantly. Locally, these rates are similar
to communities across the country, but
our community has always strived to a
higher standard. Fortunately, the men and
women of the Alhambra Police Department, led by Chief of Police Kelley Fraser,
continue to go above and beyond the call
of duty in keeping our residents safe. I’m
happy to report that my colleagues and I
on the Council have once again allocated
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Mayor Jeff Maloney
funding in the annual budget to hire
additional police officers to support
these efforts.
Still, I encourage all our residents to
continue to be vigilant about protecting
your own neighborhoods. Please consider joining your Neighborhood Watch,
or start one if yours is not currently
active. Make a point to meet your neighbors and look out for one another. Don’t
be afraid to report suspicious activities
to the police – you are our eyes and ears!
We are stronger and safer when we come
together as a community to tackle issues
like crime and public safety.

With hot and dry summer weather
approaching, the San Gabriel Valley and
California are facing worsening drought,
reduced imported water deliveries from
outside the area, and low groundwater
levels. Despite needed rain and snow in
April across the Sierra, precipitation in the
majority of the State is still below average
to date. As a result, for the first time since
mandatory water use restrictions in 2015,
the State and local water suppliers are
drastically increasing water use restrictions
affecting one-third of Southern Californians
and parts of the San Gabriel Valley.
The average person in Southern California uses about 125 gallons of water per
day, but the amount needs to be closer to
80 gallons per day – that equates to a 35%
reduction in consumption. A major concern
is that water conservation efforts have been
lagging. Data from the State Water Resources Control Board showed California overall,
especially in southern California, was
increasing its urban water use and falling
short of the State’s “voluntary” 15% water
use reduction goal. Water savings tracked
since July 2021, when the Governor called
on Californians to voluntarily cut water use
by 15%, were just 6.4% – less than half the
target.
Water conservation works and is the
cheapest means of saving water. Thus, the
San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District
is renewing its efforts to inform and incentivize residents and businesses to save water
and to save money voluntarily. Please visit
their website at sgvmwd.com for more tips,
or see their ad in Around Alhambra
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On May 7, 2022, Alhambra Chamber CEO John Bwarie joined Mayor Jeff Maloney, Vice-Mayor
Adele Andrade-Stadler, and Councilmember Katherine Lee in welcoming owner Angelle Laigo at
the ribbon cutting ceremony for Str33t Records at 111 West Main Street, the first record store in
over two decades to be in downtown Alhambra.

During the 626 Golden Streets: Mission to Mission on May 1, 2022, Ryan Natividad cut the
ribbon to open Bagel Exchange at 137 West Main Street. Joining in the celebration which offered
free bagels, live DJing, and festive balloons were Assemblyman Mike Fong, Alhambra Mayor Jeff
Lee, Councilmembers Ross Maza and Katherine Lee, Alhambra Police Chief Kelley Fraser, Sandra
Armenta representing Senator Susan Rubio, and Alhambra Chamber CEO John Bwarie.

Why Plate Tectonics
Matters to You
By Dr. Lucy Jones

Most people know that plate
tectonics describes the thin top layer
of the Earth floating on the molten
layer below. Or, they think of the
supercontinent from the immediate
past in geologic time, Pangea, that
once saw South America fitting into
Africa. What most people do not realize is that plate tectonics influences
the formation of our atmosphere, our
oceans, our continents, and our local
geology. Natural hazards, including
tornadoes and earthquakes, then,
are connected to this fundamental
feature as well. Knowing the history
of plate tectonics helps us understand
how it continues to shape our world.
Let’s go back to the beginning
of Earth’s history, about 4.6 billion
years ago. Space debris of various
compositions, including iron, silica,
water, and oxygen, accretes together.
Gravity takes effect and begins to
move the heavier pieces, like the iron
or the nickel, towards the center of
the mass while the lighter pieces move
up. Geologists think that the Earth
separated into different layers about a
billion years after original formation,
known as the “iron catastrophe.”
This includes the atmospheric layers,
which are the lightest pieces of the
Earth and the furthest away from the
center. The next layer down is water.
Rocks based on silica (silicon and
oxygen), which tend to be somewhat
lighter, are the next layer. Finally, the
heaviest part deepest down is the iron
core. Plate tectonics is the continuing
process of those layers moving with
respect to each other, as happened in
the original “iron catastrophe,'' and
as continues to happen.
There have been many different
continents over time because of plate
tectonics. A continent is a part of
the Earth's crust that is lighter and
therefore floats up and stays above
sea-level. Oceanic crust is denser,
heavier, and therefore sinks down below sea-level. Putting together plate
tectonic history, there were times
when we had multiple continents,
like now. Other times, there was only
one big continent of all of the parts
of the Earth that were above sea level,
like Pangea. These continental pieces
float around and sometimes they
run into each other to form bigger
continents, and sometimes they stay
separate.
However, the continents are not
the plates; the plate boundary doesn't
equal the continent. The plate is some
section of the Earth's crust. Some of
them, like the Pacific plate, are really
large, and some are microplates.
They move around compared to
each other, carried by currents in the
deeper mantle, the asthenosphere,
that has some molten rock in it that
is a bit hotter and allows things to
flow. Plate tectonics demonstrated
that these lighter continental pieces
are passive passengers as the plates
form. They move because sometimes
new plates are created in mid ocean
ridges, where the deeper mantle
comes up to the surface and forms
new crust. In subduction zones, on
the other hand, they get destroyed.
The old crust is now colder (and

therefore harder and denser) and
moves back down into the Earth.
The third type of plate boundary is
transform boundaries, where they
move past each other.
What was so exciting about plate
tectonics is that it provided a theory
that showed how geologists observations, geophysicists models, and geochemists analysis about the Earth fit
together. For instance, plate tectonics
gave us fossil fuels. They were originally discovered in Los Angeles, and
pumping started around 1920. At
that point, Los Angeles had more oil
per square mile than anywhere else
in the world. While at first the fossil
fuels were stumbled upon, plate tectonics provided a model of why this
was a geologic setting that would lead
to development of oil. Subduction
zones bring surface materials down
into the Earth, including biological
materials, that then get deformed,
pressurized, and turned into oil. It
then wants to come back up and dissipate as methane, but gets trapped
under faults. So people went out to
find fossil fuels around identified
subduction zones, and they found it.
The best proof of a theory is that it
works to get you something new that
wasn’t the original source of it.
Another other feature is the variation of mountains. In the United
States, for example, there are many
different types of mountains: the
Cascades are all volcanic, mostly
basalt, and they're still growing;
the Sierra Nevada, which is mostly
granite, is the core of an old volcanic
system that was deeper and has now
been brought up to the surface;
and the Appalachians has a much
deeper core. When studying the
Appalachians and looking at what
pressure and temperature conditions
must have been present to form the
rocks that we see, scientists realized
that they must have at one point
been as tall as the Himalayas! As you
put the plate tectonics together, the
Appalachians are the suture zone
from a previous continental collision
before we had Pangea.
Some natural hazards are related,
connected, and understood because
of plate tectonics. The location of tornadoes can be attributed to the plate
tectonic systems because they happen
when warm, humid air collides with
cold, dry air. The warm, humid air
comes from southern oceans closer
to the equator while the cold, dry
air comes over the northern parts of
continents. In Asia, tornadoes are
less likely to form since most of the
mountains run east-west and tend to
keep the tropical moisture from hitting the cold, dry continental air. In
the United States, on the other hand,
there are more north-south running
mountains.
The space between the Rockies
and the Appplachians, “tornado
alley,” is where the warm, humid air
from the Gulf of Mexico hits cold,
dry air coming down from Canada.
It's because of this formation resulting from our plate tectonics that
the United States is number one in
tornado rates.

Dr. Lucy Jones
Earthquakes are the most obvious
natural disaster connected to plate
tectonics. The most important
thing to remember is that there are
more earthquakes near the plate
boundaries, but they are not the only
place where earthquakes can happen.
People often confuse plate boundaries with faults; they're not the same
thing. Faults are features within the
plate boundary and are the surfaces
on which the earthquakes actually
happen. We often define the San
Andreas as being the plate boundary
for North America and the Pacific
Ocean, however, only about two
thirds of the relative motion between
those two plates happen on the San
Andreas. The rest is distributed over
about 100 miles in each direction:
the San Jacinto fault, the “Basin and
Range,” and other structures that are
part of the plate boundary.
Another misconception is that
“big” earthquakes only happen at
the plate boundary. The length of the
fault determines the size of the earthquake. There are faults long enough
for magnitude seven earthquakes in
Oklahoma, far away from any plate
boundary. There have been magnitude seven earthquakes away from
the plate boundary in South Carolina
in the 19th century and in India only
a few decades ago. However, the only
places we have faults big enough to
give us magnitude nine earthquakes
are on the subduction zones, which
are plate boundaries.
Plate tectonics controls geologic
formation, which also controls
atmospheric conditions. All of these
cycles are connected. It is an ongoing
process from random space debris
into the highly evolved separated
system that we have now.
Dr. Lucy Jones is a seismologist
and founder of the Dr. Lucy Jones
Center for Science and Society. She
is the author of the book, The Big
Ones (Doubleday, April 2018) and
is also a Research Associate at the
Seismological Laboratory of Caltech,
a post she has held since 1984. She
hosts a weekly podcast by the same
name as this column: Getting
Through It.
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Summer is Made
for Alhambra
By John Bwarie
CEO, Alhambra Chamber of Commerce
You won’t find a better place than
Alhambra to enjoy a summer “staycation” or just take a break from your
routine by indulging in a delicious
meal with family and friends. That’s
why the Alhambra Chamber is delighted to announce our Restaurant
of the Week program, featuring the
unique tastes of our local eateries.
Launching this month, you’ll see the
first local restaurants featured on the
new, food-centric Alhambra website:
AlhambraEats.com. This is a wonderful opportunity to learn more about
truly made-in-Alhambra experiences
and support local, small businesses
that are the lifeblood of our community and economy.
As part of the celebration of
Asian American Pacific Islander
Heritage Month in May, Chamber
President-elect Christopher Teng
Balmaseda and I were delighted to
participate in the first gathering of the
newly formed Asian Business Leadership Council. This esteemed group
of entrepreneurs and business leaders
in Alhambra enjoyed networking and
exchanging initial ideas on the goals
of the Council. As we continue to
meet, the insights of this group will
provide a stronger foundation for our
community’s economic future. Special
thanks to Big Catch Seafood House
for hosting this event and providing
a delectable array of their signature
appetizers and refreshments.
In May, we also held the inaugural
meeting of the Alhambra Nonprofit
Council. Our goal is to increase the
communication, collaboration, and
coordination between the many
community-serving
organizations
in our community. As the group
continues to meet, we look forward
to discovering synergies, sharing best
practices, and identifying resources
that will support their programs and
amplify their missions and impact.
Alhambra is home to more than 75
nonprofits that provide opportunities
to enhance our community through
social services, participation in pro-

Asian Business Leadership
Council Launched
John Bwarie

CEO Alhambra Chamber of
Commerce
fessional associations, advocacy for arts
and humanities, adoption services for
companion animals and pets, as well as
a myriad of other causes. As we seek to
create an even more vibrant Alhambra,
our nonprofits are a cornerstone of
connection for our community.
We continue to partner with the
City to bring new businesses to our
community as well as support existing
businesses with the goal of expanding
and creating greater economic opportunities for entrepreneurs. This includes
helping to get businesses opened faster
in vacant spaces by working with brokers, businesses, and property owners as
we create the ideal win-win-win: a win
for the business to find a space, a win for
the owner to fill a vacancy, and a win for
the community to have another vibrant
business as a shopping, dining, or service
destination.
Finally, as we celebrate the special
holidays that make every day a celebration in Alhambra, I hope you’ll enjoy
some of the amazing and delicious egg
rolls from one of the many restaurants
that offer them(especially as we celebrate
National Egg Roll Day this month). We
listed five, but there are so many more
you can enjoy… like so many amazing
things made in Alhambra.
Here’s to summer in the City!

On May 18, the Alhambra Chamber
convened an elite group of Asian-American business leaders in recognition of
the significance of AAPI Heritage month
in Alhambra and to launch the Asian
Business Leadership Council. At this
inaugural gathering of the Asian Business
Leadership Council, attendees included
Angela Chang, Jeffrey Chao, Paul Chen,
Sophia Chou, Raymond Ho, Winn
Hong, Kent Hsieh, Rayna Ku, Ken Lee,
Daniel Lin, Nicolas Lin, Lorraine Sun,
Min Thian, William Wei, Carl Wong,
Thomas Wong, and more than two
dozen others.
“I’m glad we were able to kick off
this important initiative during AAPI
Heritage month, since so many of our
businesses in Alhambra are Asian-owned
and we want to provide these respected
leaders with a place to connect and together raise their collective voices,” said
Chamber President-elect Christopher
Teng Balmaseda.
Future meetings of Asian Business
Leadership Council will continue to
connect these leaders with one another,
as well as elevate the voices of the Asian
business community with city officials
and other policy makers. As the membership of this venerable group expands, it
will form an alliance with other esteemed
Asian entrepreneurs and organizations in
Alhambra, developing the mission and
vision of the Council with their insights.
“It’s an honor to be able to focus the
Chamber on serving such an important
group of entrepreneurs and business
leaders in Alhambra. The insights of this
group will provide a stronger foundation
for our community’s economic future,”
noted Chamber CEO John Bwarie.

Initial programming ideas include the
participation of local financial institutions and experts to discuss generational
wealth planning, capital management,
and organizational development. In
addition, members will contribute their
insights on programs to help smaller,
emerging businesses. They will provide
guidance on how business leaders can
build greater visibility and economic development in Alhambra. This effort will
revitalize the interpersonal connections
that have waned over the last two years
and build new, fruitful connections.
Special acknowledgment goes to Big
Catch Seafood House for hosting this
event and providing a delectable array
of their signature appetizers and other
refreshments.

Leaders
looking to engage
with this esteemed
group should
contact Cindy Lee
at the Alhambra
Chamber
clee@alhambrachamber.org
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Tax Tips

Audits
By Michael Aston, E.A.
Who doesn’t fear getting an audit
notice by the IRS. An audit can be
overwhelming, so here’s a breakdown to
help you understand it:
v
• Unreported Income – The IRS
reports matching functions to reconcile
information reported on Forms 1099’s
& W-2’s with the information reported
on your return. If income reported does
not meet or exceed amounts reported on
your tax return, you will receive either a
bill or an audit notice.
• Worker Reclassification Efforts –
The IRS conducts employment audits
to determine whether workers classified
as independent contractors are in fact
employees.
• Schedule C (Sole-Proprietorships)
– Issues filing with a Schedule C are
common audit triggers.
o Unreported Income – The IRS
will examine your bank records
to detect deposits that are unaccounted and compare revenue
and expenses of similar businesses
o Losses – Significant losses
reported on Schedule C, or losses
continuing over two or more years
may increase a chance of an audit.
Audit Procedures
• Notice CP 2057 – This notice
informs you that there appears to be
an income discrepancy on your return.
The return should be reviewed and if
necessary, an amended return should be
completed to fix the issues. This can be
done on your own or by using any type
of tax professional.
• Notice CP 2000 – This notice
proposes changes to your tax return
based on the information that was reported to the IRS. You typically have 30
days to respond with one of these three
options.
o Agree with the proposal, pay
the amount due and no amended
return is required to be filed.
o Partially agree with the proposal and file and amended tax return,
which can be created by yourself
or any type of tax professional.
o To dispute all the changes proposed with a letter of explanation.
This can by done by yourself or
any type of tax professional.
• Field Audit (In-Person) – You will
be contacted by an IRS agent by mail
(they will never call you for an initial

Michael Aston, E.A.
Alhambra Tax Center
(626) 282-1084

Michael Aston is an Enrolled Agent
engaged in his family business at
Alhambra Tax Center, 1009 E. Main St.,
Alhambra. Alhambra Tax Center has
served Alhambra residents since 1970.
He can be reached at (626) 282-1084.
Tax questions, or any other questions,
can be e-mailed to michael@alhambrataxcenter.com. To view previous
topics, read his blogs at www.alhambrataxcenter.com.

contact; if you get a call and it is the first
time hearing of the situation, it is most
likely a scam). The letter by mail will give
you a phone number to call and to set up
a time and place for the audit. You can
handle this audit on your own or hire an
Enrolled Agent (EA), CPA, or an attorney.
End of an Audit
• No Change Letter – If the return is
accepted as filed, the IRS will issue a “no
change” letter and no further action is
required.
• 30-Day Letter – If you do not agree
with the decision, the IRS will issue a
30-day letter. You are given the option of
agreeing with the proposed changes and
also given information about protesting
and appealing the results of the audit.
• 90-Day Letter – If you do not
respond to the 30-day letter, the IRS will
issue you a statutory Notice of Deficiency
which allows you 90 days to file a petition
to the Tax Court or pay the tax and file a
claim for refund.
If you have any other questions, go to
irs.gov or contact your tax professional.
This column is provided to Around
Alhambra by Michael Aston, E.A., who
is responsible for the content. Around
Alhambra does not endorse financial advice
recommended by this author or any other
provider.
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Let’s hear it for our hometown heroes!
Here’s a list of 7 businesses to support that
either started in Alhambra, or call it their
home to serve the world!
1. Order specialty coffee items from
LaMill Coffee Roasters! Did you know we
have a specialty coffee and tea supplier in
Alhambra? Add some joy to your morning
caffeine fix by ordering a single-origin
subscription box. They also have all of the
supplies necessary for your specialty brew.
www.lamillcoffee.com

BUSINESS NEWS AROUND ALHAMBRA

2. Order a noodle bundle pack from
A-Sha Dry Noodle! A-Sha Dry Noodle
is headquartered right here in Alhambra.
You can now buy their Hello Kitty noodle
collaboration at Target and Costco, or visit
Ashadrynoodle.com to try a variety pack of
their noodles!

4. Visit the Evike.com Superstore
for all of your airsoft and fishing needs!
Evike.com has stores in California, Nevada,
and Texas, but Alhambra is home to their
one Superstore and headquarters! Visit
them at 2801 W Mission Rd for all of your
airsoft and fishing needs.
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6. Try Dim Sum at Lunasia Dim Sum
House. The Lunasia Dim Sum House on
Main is the flagship location! Lunasia has
other locations in Pasadena, and Cerritos,
but you can only try the original in Alhambra. Visit them at 500 West Main Street.

5. Visit the flagship Fosselman’s store.
Did you know that Alhambra is home to
the first retail Fosselman’s Ice Cream Shop?
Visit them this month at 1824 W Main.
Don’t forget to tag #alhambraicecreamnight all summer long!
3. Get a 3D printed memory at
CoKreeate on East Main Street! CoKreeate brings your memories to life! Their 3D
scanning and printing services can turn
you into a wedding cake topper, create
miniature versions of your children in
their school uniforms, or bring your family
pictures to life. Visit them at 1019 E Main
St, Suite B.

7. Add some nautical flare to your
space! Alhambra is home to the Handcrafted Model Ships showroom. They
offer a range of high-quality nautical decor.
Visit their showroom at 1827 West Valley
Blvd, or shop their full collection at www.
handcraftedmodelships.com/
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St. Therese School
Recognized as a High
Performing School by WASC
The first school in the world named after
Saint Therese of Lisieux is a gem among the
academic treasures of Alhambra. Recently,
Saint Therese Carmelite School completed
a very successful accreditation process with
the Accrediting Commission for Schools
of the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges (WASC).
In February the WASC visiting
committee of school administrators and
educators remarked that “Saint Therese
School offers an education that is unique,
rigorous, challenging, spiritually fulfilling,
and Catholic through and through.” The
committee was impressed by the standardized scores, the students’ commitment to
excellence and embracing the Classical
Model of education, and the school’s
strong character-building virtue program.
The 2019-20 scores were above the 60th
percentile for most classes in both reading
and math. The students’ standardized math
test score averages have consistently ranged
between 64 and 68 percent since 2015.
The Classical Model of education allows
students to develop naturally and aims
to provide a well-rounded education that
includes Latin, music, art, classical literature, and mathematics up to Euclidean
geometry, helping each student reach their
highest potential. The teachers incorporate
classical pedagogical methodologies to
develop the students’ memorization skills,
logical thinking skills, and sound reasoning. By middle school, students engage in
Socratic dialogue and discussions about the

texts they are reading in various subjects.
The visiting committee noted, “There is
genuine kindness and compassion shown
by the entire student body and staff at St.
Therese. It is clear that Catholicism is at the
heart of what they do.”
The purpose of the WASC is to foster
excellence in elementary, secondary,
adult and postsecondary institutions, and
supplementary education programs. The
Commission encourages school improvement through a process of continuing
evaluation and recognizes institutions
through granting accreditation to schools
that meet an acceptable level of quality in
accordance with the established WASC criteria. The WASC visiting committee bases
its recommendation on the achievement by
all students; the school’s responsiveness to
the students’ greatest needs in furtherance
of their highest achievement; and the
school’s ability to meet its institutional and
governing authority’s expectations.
At Saint Therese of Lisieux, our students strive for excellence in academics
and virtue because of their Catholic faith.
There is ongoing spiritual formation under
the guidance of Carmelite Friars and the
school faculty. Faith and tireless work has
helped the school resiliently withstand
the pandemic and transition out of it so
that our school community continues to
thrive. The school welcomes students from
all walks of life and interested parents are
encouraged to schedule a tour by calling
(626) 289-3364.
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Your Insurance

Backyard structures
and home insurance
By Regina Talbot

Is your shed, detached garage, or
swimming pool covered under your
policy?
If you have a freestanding garage,
shed, pool, or other structure on your
home's property, it may be protected
under your homeowner's insurance
policy.
Sheds and outdoor buildings
The coverage amount varies from
policy to policy; check your policy for
the specific coverage related to these
items.
Remember to notify your agent or
carrier of the existence of these items,
and keep the rebuilding cost of these
structures in mind when purchasing
your home insurance policy.
The items inside a shed, garage, or
backyard building may also be covered
by your homeowners policy, but you
might consider a Personal Articles Policy
for some types of machinery or sports
equipment (limitations apply). This
type of policy protects items beyond
the limitations and deductibles of a
homeowner's insurance policy. You
should review your personal property
coverage with your agent or carrier to
verify you have the correct coverage for
your personal property.
Swimming pools
Whether you already have a swimming pool or are thinking about getting
one, review liability coverage options
with your insurance agent or carrier.
Most home insurance policies include
some liability protection, but you may
want more if you have a swimming pool.
The Insurance Information Institute
recommends increasing your amount
of liability protection or purchasing an
umbrella liability policy.
You can also take additional safety
measures to help prevent accidents and
reduce the potential liability exposure:
• Add a high fence with a self-closing, locked gate to keep guests from
entering without your knowledge, to
help prevent accidents, and to reduce

Regina Talbot

Talbot Insurance Agency Inc.
State Farm Insurance
Regina Talbot, Agent
Insurance License #: 0G05807
(626) 357-3401
potential liability exposure.
• Enforce safe pool rules, such as not
diving into shallow water and walking,
not running, around the edge of the pool.
• Provide non-slip surfaces around
your pool to prevent falls.
• Maintain adult supervision of children in the pool at all times.
• Keep necessary first aid equipment
near the pool.
• Contact your local municipality to
determine if your pool and surrounding
fence meets requirements for size, depth
and other safety features.
This column is provided to Around
Alhambra by State Farm Agent Regina
Talbot, who is responsible for the content.
Around Alhambra does not endorse financial advice recommended by this author or
any other provider. For more information,
contact State Farm Agent Regina Talbot at
(626) 357-3401.

In Their Own Words

Getting Ready for
Summer in Alhambra

This ongoing series features Alhambra residents’ positive achievements, perspectives,
and ideas. This month’s author is Alhambra resident Kesia Eng.
“COVID brought a major change to part of our Chinese culture. Because I was
all of our lives. It interrupted our daily acutely aware of the importance of dim
routines and made us reflect on how sum in my life, I wanted to help younger
many activities we previously enjoyed, generations learn about this cultural treabut took for granted. A devastating loss sure. So, I created and self-published a
for me as an Alhambra native? At the children’s book, Baby Bao at Dim Sum. I
height of the pandemic, my beloved tell the story through handcrafted objects
dim sum restaurants stopped indoor posed as charming characters. It’s a heartdining service. I know for some people warming story where the protagonist
that doesn’t seem significant. However, learns what dim sum is truly about. If
I grew up in this city, where coming to you’re interested in learning more about
these restaurants with my family has been my book, it’s available on Amazon. And,
a tradition. Sharing dim sum allowed me I hope to see you out enjoying dim sum
to bond with my parents over a delicious in our city.”
If you have a story you would like us to consider for our “In Their Own Words” series,
please submit it (with a photo if you like) to aa@alhambrachamber.org. We reserve the sole
right to approve it for publication, as well as edit it and make revisions. Publication does
not reflect endorsement.
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Former Dodger Adrian Beltre with current Adrian Beltre Jr. with current Moors player,
Moors player, Josh Soto.
Josh Soto.

2022 AHS Varsity Baseball Team

Local Sports News from
Alhambra High School
By Mike Koski, President
Alhambra High School Sports
Hall of Fame Committee

Former Dodger Visits Moor Field
Former Dodger Adrian Beltre came
to Moor Field to see his son play for La
Salle High School in a game against the
Moors’ varsity baseball team. His son, AJ,
plays third base just like his dad. AJ also
came into pitch against the Moors in a
game on April 21. During his visit, Adrian
graciously signed a baseball and posed for a
few photographs.
He also was able to catch up with a
few old friends who are connected to the
Moors. AHS Grad Mike McDermott used
to throw batting practice for the Dodgers
and threw to Adrian during his first few
seasons with the Dodgers in the late 1990s.
Current athletic trainer Alfonzo Flores
worked for the Dodgers and helped Adrian
when he was in the Dominican Baseball
Academy and again when he played in the
minors in Savannah, Georgia before he
joined the Dodgers MLB team. Adrian had
a great MLB career with over 3,000 hits
and almost 500 home runs in 21 seasons.
He retired in 2018 and will be eligible for
the Baseball Hall of Fame in 2024.
Alhambra Baseball
The Moors varsity baseball team finished
the regular season with a 13-13 overall record including 11-4 in Almont League play
to advance to the CIF Southern Section
Division 4 Playoffs. The Moors traveled
all the way to Elsinore High School in
Wildomar for a wild card game, losing 4-1.
The team was led at the plate by sophomore Carlos Hernandez, and seniors Justin

Flores and Jason Hernandez. Flores led the
Almont League and the San Gabriel Valley
in RBIs with 35, while Jason Hernandez
led the league and SGV in stolen bases
with 28. Jason’s 28 stolen bases set a new
Alhambra High School record. Flores also
placed fourth in the CIF Southern Section
Division 4 with his 35 RBIs, while Jason
led the CIF-SS Division 4 with his 28
stolen bases.
On the mound, sophomore Matt
Garcia was 3-1 with a 1.64 ERA, while
senior Daniel Coronado was 4-0 with a
1.91 ERA. Junior Josh Soto was 2-2 with a
2.55 ERA and recorded the only save of the
season for the Moors.
The Moors are looking forward to next
year as they return 10 players from this
varsity team. First-year head coach Jovan
Ramirez, assistant coaches Matt Lopez,
Mike Timchenko, and Travis Arroyo also
plan to return. Watch out for the Moors
in 2023!
Alhambra Softball
The Moors Varsity softball team finished
the regular season with an 11-9 overall record, including 8-2 in the Almont League
to earn a spot in the CIF Southern Section
Division 4 playoffs. They were defeated by
a strong La Cañada team by a score of 10-0.
The Lady Moors were led at the plate by
senior Hailey Yoshida who led the Almont
League with a .610 batting average, 6 home
runs, 32 RBIs, and a 1.203 slugging percentage. Yoshida was also successful on the
mound with a 6-3 record and a 2.05 ERA
with 154 strikeouts to lead the Almont
League in these categories.

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST
CHAMBER EVENTS
alhambrachamber.org/events
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We follow COVID-19 guidelines

Ramona challenge
makes a comeback

More than 20 years ago, Ramona
Convent Secondary School began hosting
its annual Ramona Challenge. Along with
its local partner schools, Ramona holds
this much anticipated event to give female
students in the fifth to eighth grades an opportunity to participate in artistic, athletic,
musical, and academic contests designed
and staffed by faculty and students.
After a two year hiatus due to Covid,
this Spring, Ramona was finally able to
safely hold the annual “Challenge” and
welcomed over 250 girls from nine local
schools. All competitors were selected by
their schools to compete in 17 different
contests.
Our guests on campus for the day
included teachers, principals, parents, and
friends. The girls’ competitive spirit was
fierce, yet everyone enjoyed a wonderful
day in our warm and sunny weather. They
especially appreciated cooling down with
refreshing lemonade and ice cream treats.
Food trucks offered a selection of tacos

and burgers, while guests and competitors
listened to great music provided by student
DJ’s. Not all participants went home with
medals, however, everyone departed with
ear to ear smiles and a taste of tiger spirit!
If your school is interested in participating in Ramona Challenge 2023, please
contact Veronica Fernandez, Director of
Marketing Communications, at (626) 2824151 or vfernandez@ramonaconvent.org.
Ramona Convent is a welcoming
Catholic college-prep high school for
young women committed to excellence
in education. Ramona’s graduates are
empowered, resilient, socially conscious
leaders. They are well prepared to meet the
challenges of life as contributing members
of the global community and the strength
of a legacy that reflects more than 130 years
of distinction.
Ramona Convent Secondary School,
1701 W. Ramona Rd, Alhambra, CA
91803, (626) 282-4151 or visit www.
ramonaconvent.org.
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Drought and low, local water supplies call for conservation!

Mark Paulson
Board of Directors,
Division I – Alhambra
San Gabriel Valley Municipal
Water District

By Mark Paulson, The San Gabriel Valley
is in the third year of a severe drought.
The most recent January through March
period was the driest on record. And
recently, the amount of water we import
from northern California to replenish
local groundwater supplies was reduced
to just 5% of planned amounts. Water
is a precious resource and critical to our
health, economy, and environment. Residents, businesses owners, government
officials and staff, and agriculture leaders
all need to learn more about water and to
conserve more.
Residents in the San Gabriel Valley use
an average of about 125 gallons of water
daily. The state and some local water and

government agencies are asking residents
to reduce their water use to 80 gallons per
day, a 35% decrease. Stricter restrictions
and penalties are on the horizon if we
don’t curtail our water use! Saving water
saves money, too: every gallon of water
saved does not need to be imported (via
canals and aqueducts), transported (by
pipelines and pumps), recycled, treated,
or desalinated…all expensive alternatives.
Here are three easy ways to save water:
• Individually, be conscientious and
fix leaks, don’t run the water when brushing our teeth, and only run the clothes
washer when it’s full. Please adhere to local water-use requirements such as once a
week, even days, odd days, early morning
or early evening hours, etc.
• Indoors, purchase efficient appliances such as water-wise faucets,
shower heads, washing machines, and
dishwashers.
• Outdoors, where more than 50% of
our water use occurs in summer months,
save water by using hose nozzles, pool
and spa covers, irrigation timers, and water-wise plants (California Native Plants
use 1/7th the water).
The San Gabriel Valley Municipal
Water District is renewing its efforts to
inform and incentivize you to save water
voluntarily. Please visit our website, www.
sgvmwd.com, to learn about the District’s
rebate programs, OWL Community
Grant Program, water saving tips, educational videos and materials, direct-install
irrigation systems, and community
outreach and speakers’ bureau programs.
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Planning for a Resilient
Energy Grid
Southern California Edison (SCE) is
strongly urging our city and others in its
service area to collaborate on the goal of
mitigating the current impact of climate
change, as well as creating resilience in the
face of forecasted future consequences.
With Edison’s focus on decarbonizing the
grid and electrifying transportation and
buildings, its position is that a reliable and
resilient electric grid becomes even more
critical over time, along with the need to
incorporate the impacts of climate change
into electric system planning.
Edison just released its new white paper
Adapting for Tomorrow: Powering a Resilient
Future, which outlines the planning,
investment, and partnerships needed now
to ensure a resilient clean energy future.
The white paper underscores the need for
government at all levels to work together
to ensure a clean energy future that can be
affordable and equitable for all.
SCE recently filed a Climate Adaptation
Vulnerability Assessment (CAVA) with the
California Public Utilities Commission —
the first by a California investor-owned
utility – which evaluated climate impacts
to utility assets, operations, and services.
Through global climate model projections,

the CAVA studied exposure, vulnerabilities,
and adaptations from hazards including
temperature, precipitation, flood, drought,
wildfire, and sea level rise. With its
50,000-square-mile service area in mind,
SCE drew some significant conclusions
about inaction. The chief conclusions are
that, by 2050, wildfires could take out full
corridors of transmission, leaving large
swaths of customers without service for
long periods; critical substations in flood
plains could become inundated due to
more extreme precipitation events; and the
grid could have up to 20% reduced capacity in some areas due to increased extreme
temperatures.
To meet this new reality, SCE asserts
that infrastructure must be designed to
withstand more intense storm surges and
flooding, and new transmission lines must
be constructed to bolster regional reliability under more severe wildfire conditions.
While advocating for near-term climate
adaptation investments, SCE also makes
the case that timelines for future focused
planning and investment should extend to
at least a 20-year horizon.
SCE’s white paper and fact sheet are
available https://www.edison.com.

Alhambra Chamber Asks...
Each month, Around Alhambra asks people in our community to answer
a question about life in Alhambra. This month, we posed this question to
community members from across the city:

“What’s something
you can only find in Alhambra?”
Their answers ranged, but their answers are great examples of things that
make Alhambra unique.

“

“

An awesome 3D Printing shop that
creates one-of-a-kind 3D printed
products, and brings uniqueness
to the city.”
Jewellyn Co
Co-owner of CoKreeate

The San Gabriel Valley
Humane Society is the
local, affordable choice
for spay and neuter,
vaccinations, and TNR
(trap, neuter, and
release) for feral cats.
Check out the website
for information on
the adoptable pets and
adoption
programs:
www.sgvhumane.org.

Evike Superstore! Where millions of people
have visited from all over the world,
a designation for Airsoft and fishing fans with
unique and unparalleled experience!”
Evike Chang
CEO of Evike.com

You can find free parking in Alhambra!
You cannot say that about many other
cities. Gotta love that!"
Joanna Vargas
Owner of Jayvee Empire, Inc.

Community members and staff of the Pregnancy Help Center gathered on May 3rd on
East Main Street to cut the ribbon on their new location.

de-worming, as well as a
free health check-up at a
participating vet (some
breeds slightly higher).
Save money with the
Buddy Program. Adopt
two pets at the same time
for a reduced fee.
The Senior for Senior
Program offers pets for
$39 each.

Only in Alhambra can you find the sense of
community that neighbors, businesses and even
visitors feel when they come here. This is why
A-Sha Foods USA is happy to make Alhambra its
headquarters. We feed on this feeling of inclusion
and community and combine it with our authentic
taste of Taiwan to produce food that gives
everyone comfort and satisfaction. We are proud
to call Alhambra our home and will always strive to
give back to the community for all the support and
love they have given and continue to show us."
Young Chang
Founder and CEO of A-Sha Foods USA

“
“

To inquire about
these adoptable animals,
contact the San Gabriel
Valley Humane Society at
626-286-1159, or visit at
851 E. Grand Ave., San
Gabriel. Adoption hours
are 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Tuesday through
Sunday. The shelter is
closed on Mondays.
Directions and photos of
many more dogs and cats
can be found online at
www.sgvhumane.org.
The adoption fee for
cats is $99, which includes
spay/neuter, vaccinations,
de-worming, FIV/FELV/
heartworm testing, and
microchip. A $130 - $145
dog adoption fee includes
microchip, vaccinations,
spay/neuter surgery, and
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Do you have an answer to this month’s question?
Post your answer by the end of the Month on our
Facebook (@AlhambraChamberofCommerce) or
Instagram (@alhambrachamber) page with the hashtag
#AlhambraChamberAsks, and you could be selected to win a
Chamber Prize Pack!

Rockford

Coco
Harper
Boxer Mix • Adult • Male •
Large
Fun fellow! Coco is a two-year-old brown
and white Boxer mix. His interests include
hanging out with human friends, and going
on walks, runs, or hikes. Coco would like
to have a home with a yard so he could
run and play with his family. To schedule
a "Meet and Greet" appointment with
Coc, call the San Gabriel Valley Humane
Society at 626-286-1159. Or inquire
online through our website at https://www.
sgvhumane.org/adopt.

Chihuahua Mix • Senior • Female
• Small
Sweet girl! Harper is a 13-year-old black
and white female Chihuahua mix. She is
an affectionate girl who loves to nap and
cuddle. Since Harper is a senior girl, she is
eligible for the “Senior for Senior” discount
program. To schedule a "Meet and Greet"
appointment with Harper, call the San
Gabriel Valley Humane Society at 626286-1159. Or inquire online through our
website at https://www.sgvhumane.org/
adopt.

Belgian Shepherd Malinois Mix •
Young • Male • Large
Good-looking! Rockford is a two-year-old
male Belgian Shepherd Malinois mix. He is
about 63 pounds with a handsome brown
and white coat. Rockford has not had any
formal training yet, so he needs someone
with patience and lots of love to help him
succeed. Rockford would do best in a home
with a good-sized yard and a tall fence. To
schedule a "Meet and Greet" appointment
with Rockford, call the San Gabriel Valley
Humane Society at 626-286-1159. Or
inquire online through our website at https://
www.sgvhumane.org/adopt.
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Daily Holidays and Observances

Here are all the special days and observances you can celebrate in
June 2022, to spark your ideas for how you can make every day special.

June 1 : National Lemonade Day
June 2 : National Rotisserie Chicken Day
June 3 : National Doughnut Day
June 4 : National Cheese Day
June 5 : National Veggie Burger Day
June 6 : National Higher Education Day
June 7 : National Chocolate Ice Cream Day
June 8 : National Best Friends Day
June 9 : National Strawberry Rhubarb Pie Day
June 10 : National Egg Roll Day
June 11 : National Rosé Day
June 12 : National Children’s Day
June 13 : National Sewing Machine Day
June 14 : National Flag Day
June 15 : Nature Photography Day
June 16 : National Fudge Day
June 17 : National Take Back the Lunch Break Day
June 18 : International Sushi Day
June 19 : Juneteenth
June 20 : National Vanilla Milkshake Day
June 21 : National Selfie Day
June 22 : National Onion Rings Day
June 23 : Public Service Day
June 24 : National Food Truck Day
June 25 : Bartender and Mixologist Day
June 26 : National Beautician’s Day
June 27 : Sunglasses Day
June 28 : National Insurance Awareness Day
June 29 : National Camera Day
June 30 : National Handshake Day
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Granada second grader Lilly Lagunas shows off the beautiful Tree of Us artwork she created
with her father. The activity was designed for Granada Family Art Night by AUSD art
teacher Jenny Tang to bring out the artist in Granada families while connecting them to one
another.

AUSD LIFT (Learning Independence For Transition) programs hosted an amazing
Social Night for the students in April. The LIFT North campus was beautifully
decorated with student-created art for an "Alice in Wonderland" themed evening.
Students, staff, and family members enjoyed dinner, dancing, karaoke, and taking
pictures in the photo booth with props to match the theme. This year, for the first
time, LIFT South and LIFT North held their social event jointly. All social events
are underwritten through LIFT ASB special fundraisers like their annual craft fair.

Art Connects Granada
School Families
In May, Granada School hosted a
bonding, interactive family event: Family
Art Night.
Families created beautiful art pieces
with the theme of “Tree of Us” — to
symbolize the love and strength that holds
families together.
AUSD art teacher Jenny Tang invented
the inspiring theme for the art evening.
Granada staff members Nichole Doggett,

Cathleen Ng, Jennifer Lee, Annabel
Enrquez, Lena Chui, Elmer Ayuyao, Rosalinda Benitez, and Carmen Marquez, and
of course, principal Chris Ng and assistant
principal Linda Gilbert were also on hand
to assist throughout the event.
“It was amazing to watch art bring our
families together,” says principal Ng. “We
can’t wait to make it bigger and better next
year.”
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MKHS ‘s Allie Phillips makes
AUSD History as First Female
Wrestler to qualify for State
Mark Keppel High’s scholar-athlete,
Allie Phillips, a junior, is the first-ever
female wrestler in district history to
qualify for State competition. To continue
her training, off season, Allie also recently
competed with Legacy Wrestling in the
USA Wrestling national tournament. She
won, earning her the national ranking as
All American.
As a freshman, Allie joined wrestling to
stay conditioned for softball and volleyball.
“At first I cried in frustration every day
after wrestling workouts,” Allie said. “The
learning curve was high, and the training
was intense.” Her persistence and hard
work started paying off in competitions.
“Wrestling is my first individual sport

-- which means my performance is completely based on my personal dedication
and effort,” Allie said.
National wrestling champion, Samantha Lopez, and Allie’s coach at Legacy
Wrestling, said, “Allie has a big heart and
is a very fast learner who is determined to
excel in wrestling. She has all the qualities
of a national wrestling champion.” Allie’s
goal is to win a college wrestling scholarship next year.
Many people have helped Allie through
her wrestling journey, including her
MKHS teammates and her coaches Ryan
Orozco, Larry Landless, and her brother
and mentor Thomas Phillips.

AUSD 2022 EMPLOYEES OF THE YEAR From Page 1

Principals set the tone for their
schools. Dr. Richardson’s transformational leadership at Garfield resulted in
the school winning the coveted threeyear Turnaround Arts CA arts access
grant. She has helped build a culture of
inclusiveness, especially for students who
receive special education services. Her
integration of arts education throughout
the curriculum motivates student academic interest, providing new pathways
to express learning and emotions.
Richardson’s colleagues recognized her
earlier this year when she was awarded
the Alhambra Managers Association
Charter Leadership Award.

Rounding out the trio of Employees
of the Year is Cecilia Brenes, data entry
control clerk for Special Education. In
her ever-evolving job, Brenes’ skill and
mastery of new methods stand out. Her
knowledge and talent for explaining
complex processes made her a mentor
to her colleagues and an invaluable
team member. Special Education runs
smoothly thanks to her attention to detail, willingness to help, and exceptional
skills and organization.
Among the many hard-working and
deserving AUSD employees, these three
stood out this year for their gift of leading
by example.
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Mark Keppel Poets Lift their Voices and a First Place Trophy
The group of young Mark Keppel High School
poets had a lot to say after two years of distance
learning. They channeled those emotions and energy
when they returned to Get Lit’s 11th annual Classic
Slam last month — and won the three-day festival
of classic poems and original spoken word responses.
The MKHS poets interpreted poems in front of
a panel of judges that included world-renowned
authors, poets, artists, and cultural luminaries. Get
Lit strives for youth to absorb and interact with great
works of literature as a way to unearth their potential
and invent their futures.
The MKHS poets’ creativity, passion, and oratory
skills propelled the team to first place in the 2022
Classic Slam event. After they were declared the
champions, no one was more emotional than their
teacher/advisor Dottie Burkhart who said, “I’ve
coached 11 slam teams and each one, win or lose,
made me a better human and a better teacher. This
one turned the hardest year of my career into magic.”

Alhambra Unified School District gathered at Alhambra Park in May to honor 134 employees who marked a milestone anniversary, starting
with those who have worked at AUSD for 15 years -- all the way up to those who have worked with AUSD for 45 years. The honorees represented a total
of 2,920 years of dedicated service to AUSD students, parents, and schools. Most impressive were the careers of two Mark Keppel High School employees:
Tran Giang (intermediate clerk typist) with 40 years of service and Marlene Miller (book room clerk) with 45 years of service.
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From the Desk of Rev. Craig Statton

Atherton: Flourishing in Alhambra
By Rev. Craig Statton, CEO, Atherton, 214 S. Atlantic Blvd. Alhambra
Atherton wasn’t started in Alhambra,
but it has flourished in this community
for almost 100 years. Atherton was
started in 1914 when a Baptist layperson
Hannah Atherton Baldwin, (no relationship to Lucky Baldwin that we can find)
gave a gift of $40,000 to build a home for
“aged Baptist ministers and missionaries.”
The 65-room building in Burbank, CA
was plagued with two problems: not
enough ministers and missionaries to
move in and poor construction. Atherton
did not flourish in its first decade, and so
the Board of the South California Baptist
Convention decided to try a different
approach and purchased 1 and ½ acres
on the south side of Irving Street in
Alhambra in 1923 for $12,500. Atherton
Court began to build low-cost bungalows
with a front porch and a yard for the cost
of $600. These small 1- or 2-bedroom
units were perfect for the ministers and
missionaries; and for the next 30 years,
the community grew as additional land
was purchased and new units were built.
Slowly, the community added new
services such as a community nurse, administrative and maintenance personnel,
and eventually a “convalescent home” for
the frailest residents.
But the largest change came in the late
1950’s when Atherton opened its community to seniors who had not served as
ministers and missionaries. The change
came because more and more seniors

throughout Southern California were
looking for a place with some medical
services and less responsibilities of home
ownership. Atherton had taken root in
Alhambra and, over the course of the next
decades, would flourish to incorporate 75
buildings on 15 acres to serve over 375
seniors with Independent Living, Assisted Living, Memory Care, and Skilled
Nursing.
Atherton has become one of the
larger employers in the community
with over 220 men and women serving
the community. Atherton has benefited
from decades of participation with the
Alhambra Chamber of Commerce helping foster a vital business environment
for our community, and we have worked
with the City of Alhambra to create new
opportunities for senior living. Our latest
project was the Courtyard, a 50-unit
building with state-of-the-art senior
living amenities.
Though Atherton did not begin in Alhambra, it has grown strong in its fertile
soil which allowed us to fulfill our primary mission of serving men and women
who have served in Christian ministry.
At the same time, we were able to expand
our mission to provide a senior living
community rooted in Christian values
which enriches lives and honors all. Who
knew 100 years ago that this community
would be one of the best investments one
could make!
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Ask Dr. Dara, D.D.S.

Magnesium: the forgotten nutrient for dental health
By Dr. Dara

It is common knowledge that the
food we eat can significantly affect our
general and dental health. In recent
years, the benefits of Calcium and Vitamin D for bone and teeth health have
been promoted widely. But calcium and
vitamin D are not the only nutritional
factors for the structural integrity of
a bone. An excess of these nutrients
may even have a negative effect. It is
important that the calcium and vitamin
D are balanced with other nutrients like
zinc, vitamin K, and most importantly,
magnesium.
Magnesium is essential for many biological processes that occur in the body.
Besides calcium absorption, magnesium
activates over 300 reactions in the body,
and it is responsible for maintaining
proper muscle relaxation, helping to
stabilize the rhythm of the heart, and
preventing abnormal blood clotting. It
activates many of the B vitamins, which
without magnesium are not as effective.
Unfortunately, we don’t consume
nearly enough magnesium; half of the
population has sub-optimal daily intake.
Magnesium deficiency is often misdiagnosed because it does not show up
in blood work – only 1% of the body’s
magnesium is stored in the serum; the
rest exists in the cells.

Magnesium deficiency and teeth
decay.
No matter how much calcium we take,
only soft enamel can be formed without
magnesium. If too soft, the enamel will
lack sufficient resistance to the acids and
bacteria and will be prone to decay. To
build strong teeth, magnesium is required
for calcium to be properly incorporated in
the structure of the teeth.
Magnesium deficiency is associated
with periodontal (gum) disease.
Periodontal (or gum) disease is an
inflammation of the jaw bone supporting
and keeping the teeth stable. Untreated
gum disease can lead to loose teeth and
even tooth loss.
Magnesium is crucial for jaw bone
health and is necessary to activate Vitamin
D, which turns on the calcium building
process. A lot of doctors believe that the
epidemic of vitamin D deficiency is an
underlying magnesium deficiency.

What causes deficiency?
• Caffeine and alcohol are both diuretic
and remove the magnesium from the body.
• Processed food diet and purified
drinking water is very low in magnesium.
• Stress causes increased adrenalin
production which causes loss of the magnesium from the body.
• Vigorous exercises: sweat removes
minerals from the body
• Pregnancy increases the need for
higher magnesium intake.
• Gastrointestinal disease can lead to
not retaining and loss of magnesium.
Solution: eat up your magnesium.
Magnesium supplements are available,
but it is best to obtain any vitamin or mineral through food. A daily recommendation for an adult individual is 300-400mg.
The best sources of magnesium are nuts,
seeds, dark green vegetables, beans, cocoa,
molasses, whole grains, and legumes.
Magnesium is also added to some breakfast
cereals and other fortified foods. Here are
some common foods and the amount of
magnesium in them:
• Sunflower seeds, dry roasted, 1/4
cup: 128 milligrams
• Almonds, dry-roasted, 1/4 cup: 105
milligrams
• Sesame seeds, roasted whole, 1 ounce:
101 milligrams
• Spinach, boiled, 1 cup: 78 milligrams

Dr. Dara, D.D.S.
(626) 289-6131

Dr. Dara Gashparova, D.D.S. is located
at 70 S. Palm Ave., Alhambra 91801.
Readers with dental questions or
concerns should contact her at
(626) 289-6131, or e-mail
daradds@yahoo.com

This column is provided to Around
Alhambra by Dr. Krasnodara Gashparova,
DDS, (also known as Dr. Dara), who is
responsible for the content. Around Alhambra does not endorse medical advice or any
remedies recommended by this author or
any other provider.

Your Insurance
By Katherine Yu Simms
The good news for seniors today
is that there are more Medicare options than ever before. In addition to
Original Medicare, there are many
different Medicare Advantage plans to
choose from. But which one is right
for you: Original Medicare vs Medicare
Advantage?
For many people, costs are a major
concern when it comes to choosing your
health insurance. Besides premiums,
there are deductibles, coinsurance, and
copayments to consider in calculating
your total Medicare spending. Other
issues like prescription drug coverage
and provider networks also factor into
your choice.
What is one of the main differences
between Original Medicare and Medicare Advantage?
With Original Medicare, you can
go to any doctor or facility that accepts
Medicare. Medicare Advantage plans
have fixed networks of doctors and hospitals. Your plan will have rules about
whether or not you can get care outside
your network. But with any plan, you'll
pay more for care you get outside your
network.
Original Medicare covers most medically necessary services and supplies
in hospitals, doctors' offices, and other
health care facilities. Original Medicare
doesn't cover some benefits like eye
exams, most dental care, and routine exams. This is where Medicare Advantage
Plans are able to provide and pick up

Katherine Yu Simms
(323) 854-2868

Katherine Yu Simms has supported
seniors in making difficult and
important decisions for many years.
She can be reached at 323-854-2868,
or e-mail kyusimms@rey-top.com.

where Original Medicare leaves off.
If you have any questions in figuring
out which plan is right for you please
contact me as my consultation is always
complimentary.
This column is provided to Around
Alhambra by Katherine Yu Simms, who
is responsible for the content. Around
Alhambra does not endorse financial
advice recommended by this author or any
other provider. For more information and to
contact Katherine, email her at kyusimms@
rey-top.com.
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Thanks, Alhambra!
By Sheila Yonemoto, P.T.

Alhambra has been home to Yonemoto Physical Therapy for 40 years! It
has been an amazing journey.
My foundational years were spent
at UCLA, where I got an undergraduate degree in kinesiology, early aide
experience at Kerlan and Jobe, and the
Stanford physical therapy program. I
worked as a physical therapist at UCLA
in the Chronic Pain clinic and the
TMJ clinic. UCLA PT director Sharon
Messer transformed PT in Southern
California by bringing in specialists to
train us in manual therapy techniques.
She influenced PT schools to update
their curricula to include manual therapy. This triggered half the staff to leave
UCLA to open their own practices,
myself included. We felt like hot shot
therapists who had the latest training
and could tackle the world!
In 1982, I opened Yonemoto Physical
Therapy in Alhambra with two others
from UCLA, a receptionist/biller and
another physical therapist. Our first patient was referred by the UCLA Dental
Dept. YPT was the first sponsor for the
Alhambra Moonlight 8K Race which
brought in nationally ranked women
runners. YPT helped sponsor a running
clinic for the local high schools when
Lynn Jennings came. She later won the
Bronze medal at the Barcelona Olympic
game. One year our PT group won the
first place team trophy!
A former team player and spouse
was instrumental in getting Around
Alhambra off the ground, providing a
communication link for all residents
and business in Alhambra. The paper, as
well as other activities like the Summer

Sheila Yonemoto, P.T.

Yonemoto Physical Therapy
(626) 576-0591
Sheila Yonemoto, P.T., has been a
physical therapist for more than 40
years, specializing in integrative manual
therapy, utilizing a holistic approach.
She can be reached at Yonemoto
Physical Therapy, 55 S. Raymond
Ave, Suite 100, Alhambra, CA 91801.
Sheila also offers a Qigong “Chinese
Energy” exercise class. Your first class
is FREE. Call (626) 576-0591 for more
information or visit www.yonemoto.com.

Jubilee with free summer concerts, made
Alhambra the envy of other local cities. It
takes a lot of effort by a lot of people and
organizations, plus the guidance of the
local government to make things happen.
So, thanks Alhambra, the Chamber
of Commerce, the Rotary, the Alhambra
School District, the YMCA, and all the
leaders and volunteers who have helped
make this a great community to work
and live in.
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Empowering Diverse Artists

Adele Andrade Stadler, Veronica Corona, Jessica Hendrick, Sasha Reneé Perez, Markus
Shields, Jennifer Gaulden, Liza Rodriguez, Alice Cortinas.

An event filled with inspirational
women in business
The “Viva Las Divas” event hosted by
Downtown Alhambra Business Association
was a great success on Saturday, April 30 at
28 West Sports Bar in downtown Alhambra. The event attracted a wide swath of the
community, drawing businesswomen from
throughout the San Gabriel Valley. The
attendees came together to raise money
for the Alhambra Chamber of Commerce
scholarship. The event raised over $800
that will go into the Alhambra Foundation
for scholarships for local, college-bound
high school students.
Viva Las Divas featured a variety of small
business vendors and two panels of speakers
who shared the experiences they had while
building their businesses. The speakers were
truly inspirational to the many women in

attendance. Among the eight speakers were
two Alhambra City Councilwomen: Sasha
Reneé Perez and Adele Andrade Stadler.
The other engaging speakers included Liza
Rodriguez (owner of Shop Vidorra in Alhambra), Alice Cortinas (owner of 28 West
Bar in Downtown Alhambra), Angelle
Laigo (owner of Str33t Records in Downtown Alhambra), Veronica Corona (CEO
of CM Cleaning Solutions in Los Angeles),
Jennifer Gualden (owner of Amazing Bling
and Sparkles in San Gabriel), and Jessica
Hendrick (Conscious Relationship Coach
in Los Angeles).
The event was not only inspiring and
successful but fun, as well. For future events
and information on Downtown Alhambra,
visit www.downtownalhambra.com.

The Academy of Special Dreams,
The Alhambra, and The Ratkovich
Company present Uniting Borders,
Empowering Artists 2022-2023.
The exhibit promotes and recognizes the artistic expression of local
and international artists, including
local Alhambra students and
individuals living with disabilities,
among those who represent a range
of diverse, talented creators.
This exhibit features the latest
original works from more than
40 artists who represent a wide
spectrum of race, ethnicity, gender,
age, and abilities. Truly reflective
of the diversity of our society,
participating artists include Maru
Huerta, students from Alhambra
High School, Lift North students,
Hassan Nguyen, Centro Cultural
BAUPRES, Michael Unsingers,
Tony Truong, Martha Olivas Mi Frida by Maru Huerta
Torres, Wiley Jhonson, Diego
Romero, Brian Estevez, Gabriel Cortez successful in the Arts. As a nonprofit, the
Gutiérrez, Jayme Sun Thomas, Salvador Special Academy's mission is to increase
Correa, Christian Cecena, Maru Pombo, public awareness, appreciation, and recognition of the creative talents of people with
and Jovana Cecena.
“Now that the worst of the COVID-19 disabilities by providing opportunities that
pandemic is behind us, the Empowering encourage, promote, and showcase their
Artists 2022-2023 inclusive art exhibition artistic expressions,” he said.
On behalf of the organization, he
celebrates the creative talents of a diverse
group of artists by showcasing their original expressed appreciation for all its supworks of art. This reinforces our view and porters, volunteers, and sponsors. He
educates community members in the San noted that special acknowledgment goes
Gabriel Valley that exhibitions of visual art to the Alhambra Chamber of Commerce,
can and must include people of all back- BAUPRES, CasAntica, Walmart, and The
grounds without regard to disabilities,” said California Art Council for helping to make
CEO Michael Dergar.
this exhibition possible.
Additionally, Mr. Derger shared the
The public is encouraged to view the exorganization’s mission and vision. “The hibition at The Alhambra, A9 West Gallery
Academy of Special Dreams Foundation Building, located at 1000 S. Fremont Avbelieves that all persons, regardless of their enue in Alhambra. For more information
disabilities, should have equal opportu- on the Special Academy, visit http://www.
nities to express their talents and to be specialacademy.org.

MAO MOMIJI SOLO
EXHIBITION:
Foodies special of the day
With an opening reception on June
4, Gallery Nucleus is exhibiting the
unique food illustrations of Japanese
artist Mao Momiji, who has produced
an extraordinary body of work featuring charming digital images of food
from Japan and beyond.
According to Gallery Nucleus, the
exhibit presents the wonderful and
mouth-watering work of Japanese
artist Mao Momiji! Limited signed
copies of his new book, Foodie Attack!!
Mao Momiji's Food Art Collection
(Meshi Terror!) will be available along
with new exclusive merchandise from
the artist. As the gallery warns: “Make
sure to bring snacks -- just looking at
Mao Momiji's work is enough to make
anyone hungry.”
The exhibit runs through June 19.
Gallery Nucleus is located at 210 East
Main St. in Alhambra. More information can be found at gallerynucleus.
com.

MAO MOMIJI SOLO EXHIBITION
OPENING RECEPTION DETAILS
• June 4, 2022, 5pm - 8pm
• New artwork will be available
for display and sale
• New exclusive merchandise
will be released
• Limited number of signed copies of Mao Momiji's book will
be for sale
• Free to the public, no RSVP
needed
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Five Egg Rolls to
Try in Alhambra for
National Egg Roll Day
Celebrated on June 10 each year, National Egg Roll Day commemorates the
rolled, fried flavors from the Chinese, Vietnamese, and Filipino culinary traditions.
In Alhambra, there is no shortage of egg
rolls worth trying. Here are just five to add
to your list:

1. Shrimp Egg Roll at Lunasia
Dumpling House (500 West Main
St) These light, crispy rolls are fried to
order and have a light filling of shrimp
that is both succulent and satisfying.

"RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK" LAUNCHES IN ALHAMBRA From Page 1

“This program is as much about the people
behind the food, as it is about the food itself,”
explained Alhambra Chamber CEO John Bwarie, who created the program to connect community members to the unique people cooking
across the city. When a restaurant is featured,
the chefs and owners will also be highlighted so
you know the creators behind your food.
You’ll be able to identify featured restaurants with a new designated decal as well as
social media posts on Facebook and Instagram
throughout their designated week. Then, the
information will be accessed in perpetuity on
alhambraeats.com, which will also feature a
map, an evolving dining guide, and food and

restaurant news.
The Alhambra Chamber of Commerce
strives to create a vibrant local economy and
build a community where people want to live,
work, shop, and dine. AlhambraEats.com and
Restaurant of the Week are part of this effort by
providing resources, connecting businesses to
customers, and creating a resilient community.
“People who eat together are more connected and invested in each other, creating a
stronger community,” explained Bwarie, who
is committed to curating the list of over 175
restaurants for possible consideration of this
weekly designation.

2. Shrimp Roll at Savoy Kitchen (138
East Valley Blvd) The sleekest egg roll
on our list, these shrimp-filled petite
egg rolls win on their own, and then
hit it out of the park when dipped
in the accompanying sweet and sour
sauce. Pro tip: eat them while they’re
hot to maximize both the texture and
flavor of the warm egg roll in the cool
dipping sauce.

3. Pork Egg Roll at Banh Mi Che
Cali (647 West Valley Blvd) These
Vietnamese pork egg rolls, or Chả
Giò, are actually a combination of
ground pork and chicken, onions,
carrots, and mushrooms in a deepfried, multi-layer wonton wrapper.
One of the larger rolls on this list, the
price might also be the best value!

4. Egg Roll at Banh Mi My Tho (304
West Valley Blvd) This hole-in-thewall, mom-and-pop Banh Mi outlet
is a destination for their Vietnamese
namesake sandwich, and the crispy
egg roll is a must have, with customers referring to them as addicting in
online reviews.

5. Crispy Egg Roll at Pho N Mor (2320
West Commonwealth Ave) This extra
crispy egg roll combines a filling of minced
pork and shrimp, complimenting a thin,
blistered wrapper for a crunch-worthy
egg roll experience.

EXPIRES 6/30/2022

EXPIRES 6/30/2022
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Legal Loophole Costs Local
Homeseller $3,742 in the
Sale of Their Home
By Rudy L. Kusuma, Your Home Sold
Guaranteed Realty

Alhambra - When you’re buying or selling a home, there are
many small but important legal
issues that you may be unaware
of that are, nevertheless, critical
to understand. Residential real
estate is not an uncomplicated
process. When such a major investment is transferred from one
party to another, there are subtle
details to take care of that can
turn into major problems if not
handled correctly. It is essential
to understand the legal ins and
outs that will properly protect
you when you buy or sell a home.
There are several issues that will
certainly cost you if you are not
properly informed. In a recent
situation right here in the area,
misinformation cost one local
homeseller over three thousand
dollars in the sale of their home.
Don’t let this happen to you.

In answer to this issue, Industry
Insiders have prepared a FREE
special report entitled, “Legal
Mistakes to Avoid When Buying
or Selling a Home”
To order a FREE Special
Report, call toll-free 1-888-3004632 and enter 1011. You can
call any time, 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Get your free special report NOW to protect your
investment when you buy or sell
your home.
This report is courtesy of Rudy L.
Kusuma Real Estate Broker Lic#
01820322. Not intended to solicit
buyers or sellers currently under
contract.Copyright © 2012
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Real Estate

Automobile

Ways to Enhance “Curb Appeal”

Check Engine Light On?
What it means and what you should do!

By Gary Frueholz
You only get one chance to make a
first impression, and that’s true for your
home, too. For your home to make a
great impression, it needs “curb appeal.”
Real estate professionals use the term,
“curb appeal,” to describe the general
attractiveness of a property when viewed
from the street. Prospective home
buyers typically see a property from
this perspective first, whether they visit
it in-person or virtually. Hence, curb
appeal can create a positive attitude that
carries over as they evaluate the rest of
the property.
A variety of small, easy-to-do, and
inexpensive improvements can increase
your home’s curb appeal. The goal is to
give your home exterior or landscaping
a more finished look.
Start with the first item that people
might focus on when they arrive at your
home, which is your address numbers. If
your home’s address numbers are worn,
update them with a new set. Local
home improvement stores have modern
numbers that are easy to install. Next on
the list might be replacing the mailbox,
if it needs updating. After all, your mailbox is typically in a prominent position
and in a prospective buyer’s line of sight.
Window shutters are another potential improvement. With their irregular
surfaces, shutters tend to show peeling
paint sooner than the rest of the house.
Sanding and painting them is not
complicated. It may convert a liability
into an eye-catching asset. If your windows do not have shutters, decorative
shutters can be added to create a stylish
impression.
It does not take a lot of color to
refresh the front of your property.
Consider painting your front door with
a bright color that contrasts with the
rest of the home’s exterior for a dramatic
improvement. A variety of hues including yellows, reds, and blues are popular
approaches. Consider replacing the
door handle if it is showing age. After
all, when prospective buyers open your
front door, there is no way they can
overlook the door handle. Garage doors
may also need refreshing if the paint is
peeling or faded.
An alternative to painting the exterior
of your home is giving it a good power
washing. That can remove the dinginess
of dirt and reveal its true color. You can
rent a power washer at your local home
improvement store. Once you have
it, power wash the walkway leading to
your front door. You can add additional
charm by putting solar-powered walkway lights along the entryway of your

By Javier Mendez

Gary Frueholz

Dilbeck Real Estate
(626) 318-9436

Gary Frueholz is a realtor with Dilbeck
Real Estate, a past member of the
Alhambra Planning Commission, a
Certified Senior Real Estate Specialist,
Certified International Property
Specialist, and can be reached at
626-318-9436. See his stories at
www.garysstories.com.

home. Solar-powered walkway lights are
easy to install because they do not require
running electrical conduit under the
ground.
As you freshen up your exterior,
consider planting flowers in bloom.
Geraniums, chrysanthemums, poppies,
begonias, cornflowers, daffodils, petunias,
and cosmos add eye-catching splashes of
color that attract attention. Plant them
in the ground, contain them in pots, or
hang from windows in flower boxes.
Some of the most obvious improvements to increase curb appeal concern
the maintenance of your landscaping and
yard. Mowing, edging, weeding, raking
leaves, trimming bushes, and watering
the front yard are simple to do, yet sometimes overlooked by the homeowner.
Brown patches in the lawn may indicate
that the lawn needs aeration. This is a
process of rolling drums with rows of
spikes that penetrate the soil and break
up compacted earth to let air, water, and
other nutrients in.
Weather resistant artwork features
such as bird feeders and bird baths,
garden statues, sculptures of animals, and
outdoor chairs and furniture can also add
personality to your home.
Many of these improvements are not
difficult or expensive and allow an owner
to exercise their creativity. So have some
fun and let your front yard be your artistic
pallet as you enhance your home’s curb
appeal. Take the opportunity to make a
great first impression.

When your check engine light comes
on, you might think you’re about to
incur a big expense for auto repair. Don’t
worry. It simply indicates an emissions
malfunction. That’s right. When the
light comes on, there may be nothing
wrong with the engine at all. Your car's
engine computer turns on the light
when your vehicle emissions exceed
allowable limits. Because your engine’s
computer constantly monitors sensor
signals, it might even turn off the light if
the problem is no longer detected under
specific driving conditions. Since other
systems in your car, including stability
or traction control, rely on engine computer data, they may be disabled when
an emissions issue is detected. In those
circumstances, additional indicator
lights will be illuminated until the problem is resolved.
If the check engine light stays on
continuously and your vehicle performance is not affected, you may continue
driving in the short term. Just plan on
checking into the problem when it’s
convenient for you to stop by the garage
or auto repair shop.
Strange Noises or Flashing Light?
Get your car checked as soon as possible if you notice a change in your vehicle
performance, including strange noises,
odors, or increased fuel consumption. If
the light is flashing, pull over and shut
down the engine. Consider towing the
vehicle in for repair. A flashing light indicates that the problem can damage the
catalytic converter. In some cases the
fault will cause the vehicle to go into a
safety mode. When your car is in safety
mode, you will have just enough power
to pull off to the side of the road or limp
to a nearby repair facility. Maximum
speed will be limited to 20 or 30 miles
per hour.
When your check engine light on for
any reason, it will fail emissions testing.
If your vehicle is coming due for emissions testing give yourself enough time
to get the problem resolved and for your
vehicle to be test ready. Later model cars

Javier Mendez
Owner and operator

Jo’s Garage, Inc.

At the Kerechuk building

(626) 872-0705

www.josgarage.com

need to be driven under specific conditions for on board monitors to run.
Your first step in resolving a problem
should be getting a scan test of your
engine computer’s memory. It stores fault
codes and provides a snapshot from the
time that the light came on. Make sure
your service center reviews the codes and
stored data before anything is erased. This
information will help troubleshoot the
problem.
Sometimes the repair is as simple as
tightening a loose gas cap. In other cases,
testing may be required to identify the
fault. Testing will help keep your cost
down by ensuring that only faulty parts are
replaced. As always, if you have questions
on any topic related to your automobile,
give us a call. We are happy to help. Drive
safe, Alhambra!
This column is provided to Around
Alhambra by Jo’s Garage, who is responsible
for the content. Around Alhambra does not
endorse advice recommended by this author
or any other provider.
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